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1. Introduction.   The following is known:

Theorem A [2]. Let Y be a space with only two nonvanishing homotopy

groups, np(Y) = n, nq(Y) = G, q> p. Y admits a multiplication if and only if

the k-invariant keHq+1(n,p;G) is primitive.

By primitive we mean m*(fc) = p*(k) + p*(fe) where m : K x K -> K is the mul-

tiplication on K — K(n,p) (there is only one up to homotopy) and p¡:Kí x K2-+K,

are the projections. Since fe =/*(«) for some map f:K(n,p)-+K(G,q + 1), we

can rephrase primitivity in terms of the map /. Using obstruction theory, we find

that fe is primitive if and only if/is an H-map, in the sense of:

Definition 1.   Let (X,m) and (W,n) be fl-spaces. A map/:X->Wis an

H-map if there exists a sputnik homotopy h,: X x X-* If such that

h(x,y) =f(x)f(y),   hA[x,y) =f(xy),    i.e.,

XxX   ->   WxW

m

W.

f
In the present paper, we wish to examine a somewhat more general situation

more fully with four goals in mind :

(1) to give multiplications on Y explicitly in terms of a sputnik homotopy

for a map representing fc,

(2) to examine more general conditions under which it is possible to define

a multiplication in this way,

(3) to relate these multiplications to additive secondary cohomology operations,

(4) to extend the results to homotopy associative H-spaces.

We are indebted to J. C. Moore for suggesting these problems and for super-
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vising the thesis which grew out of them [8]. Our viewpoint is a direct descendent

of one which he presented in a seminar on related problems [7]. A very similar

approach, though disguised by different notation, is used by Hilton [3] to prove

Theorem 2.

As for our own notation, most of it is standard but a few things may need

explanation. If X and Y are spaces with basepoints ex and ey respectively, then

X A Tis the space X x Y/X x ey U ex x Y.

In a diagram, © indicates commutavity of the portion surrounding it, while

=¿ indicates homotopy commutativity.

Let X1 be the space of maps of the unit interval / into X and let R be the set

of non-negative real numbers. The (Moore) free path space 0>iX) is the space

of all pairs (/,r) where r e R and /: [0,r] -» X, topologized so that the map

h:&(X)^Xlx R, given by h(fr) = (f',r) with /'(0-/(«), 0 g t S 1, is a

homeomorphism onto its image [5; 1]. Paths (/,r) and ig,s) such that fir) = g(0)

are added by the rule (/,r) + (g,s) = Qt,r + s) where

Kt) =/((), O^t^r,
Kt) =g(t-r),       r^tSr + s.

The (Moore) based path space ^CX is the subspace of SP(X) consisting of paths

ifr) such that /(0) = ex. The map n: £PX -> X given by 7t(/r) =f(r) is a fibre

map with fibre Q.X, the (Moore) space of loops on X. We will often write / for

ifr) since a function uniquely determines its own domain of definition and,

when convenient, will write I for r. Thus we write n(f) = (/(T)). With the rule

of addition mentioned above, CIX becomes an associative i/-space.

An H-space (X, m) consists of a space X with basepoint e and a multiplication

m : X x X -> X such that m(x, e) = mie, x) = x.

If iX, m) is an H-space, a multiplication ^m-.^Xx 0>X -+ 0>X can be defined by

^m[(/,r),(g,s)](i) = m(f(t),g(t)) for t ^ min [r, 5],

= m(f(t),g(s)) if min [r,s] = s ^ t ^ r,

= m(f(r), g(t)) if min [r,s'] = r ^ í g s.

The unit is Ae: [0,0] -* e.

2. Explicit multiplications. We turn to the achievement of our first goal.

Theorem 2. Let (X, m) and (W, ri) be H-spaces. Let the fibring Q.W ->Yi-*X

be induced from Q.W -*J?W-+ Wby a mapf: X-*W. Iff is an H-map, then there

exists a multiplication s:Y x Y -y Y such that

(1) Y   x    Y  —->    F

p    x    p © P

X    x    X ->   X ,
m
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(2) CIW  x   Y-> Y   x     Y   —->      Y

©

£ew x sew-> sew.
ärn

Proof. Y can be represented as {(x,X)\xeX,XeJZ'W,n(X) =f(x)}. If / is

an H-map, we have a homotopy ht:X x X-+W such that n0(x,y) —f(x)f(y)

and hi(x,y) =f(xy). Consider 3P(W), the space of all maps X: [0,r] -> W.

Corresponding to h„ there is a map Fl:X x X -* 0*(W) such that F1(x,y)(t)

= h,(x, y). According to [4, Corollary (4.4)] we can assume without loss of

generality that h, (x, e) = h, (e, x) = f(x) for all t. If P1 corresponds to such a

homotopy, we can deform it (through maps Fs: X x X -* 3P(W) such that

F'(x,y) (0) =f(x)f(y) and Fs(x,y)(ï) =f(xy)) to a map F:X x X-+3P(W) such

that F(x, e) = F(e, x) is the path of length 0 and value /(x). We call F a homo-

topy multiplier for/

Now define s by

s\Xx,X),(x',X'y]=(xx',W + F(x,x')).

We see that s is well defined, i.e., n(XX' + F(x,x')) =/(xx'),and has (e,Xe) as

a unit. Diagrams (2.1) and (2.2) are clearly commutative. (P1 would have done

as good a job if we didn't require (2) and were satisfied with a homotopy unit.)

In certain situations, this is the only way that Y can have a multiplication.

Theorem 3. Let Y be as in Theorem 2. If there exists a multiplication

satisfying (2.1), then f is an H-map provided that X is (p — l)-connected and

for some q^p, n¡(W) = 0/or i rg q and i> p + q.

Proof. The obstructions to / being an H-map would be classes in

H\X A X;Ui(W)). Since p is multiplicative, (p A p)* would take them into the

corresponding obstructions for /p. These must all vanish since /p is null-homo-

topic. However, (p A p)* is an isomorphism since n¡(W) = 0 for i > p + q and

\>*: H\X)-^ H\Y) is an isomorphism for i ^ q. Thus all the obstructions vanish;

/ is an H-map. (Note that, up to homotopy, W admits only one multiplication.)

Theorem 4. Let Y be as in Theorem 2. If Y admits a multiplication s',

then f is an H-map with respect to some multiplication on X provided X is

(p — l)-connected and for some q^p, n¡(X) = 0 for i > 2q while n^W) = 0

for i ^ q and i > p+ q.

Proof. Since n¿(W) = 0 for i ^ q, we can construct a cross-section %: Xq-*Y.

Define a map m' by the following diagram:

Y   x  Y->    Y

XXX P
m' ▼

xqx xq —:—> x .
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The obstructions to extending m' to all of X x X lie in Hi+ 1 (X A X, X9 AX"; n¡(X))

and hence all vanish since n¡(X) = 0 for ¿ + 1 = 2<j + 2. Let m:X x X-*X

he an extension of m'. The obstructions to p being an //-map with respect to s'

and m lie in H'(Y A F, F* A Y"; n£X)) which again are trivial groups. Since

p is a fibring, if ps' is homotopic to m(p x p), then s' can be deformed to a multi-

plication s such that ps = m(n x p). Thus Theorem 3 applies;/must be an //-map.

Combining Theorems 2 and 4 yields Theorem A. More generally, we can say :

Theorem 5. A space Y admits a multiplication if and only if each stage Yq

of the Postnikov system of Y admits a multiplication mq: Yqx F4-> Yq such that

(1) the projection Yq+i -* Yq is multiplicative, and

(2) the k-invariant kq+le Hq+2 (Yq;nq+1(Y)) is primitive with respect to mq.

3. Additive cohomology operations and //-spaces. Theorem 5 fails to be a

completely satisfactory solution of our problem in the following sense :

In order to test kq+l for primitivity, we must specify mq. Now in light of Theo-

rems 2 and 3, m, corresponds to a chain beC(Yq-i A F4-ií nqiY)) such that

ob = m*_! (a) — p* (a) — p2 (a) where p¡, i = 1,2 are the projections and a re-

presents kq. Given such a cochain b, how we can tell if kq+l is primitive with

respect to the corresponding multiplication? We lack the technique for a general

answer to this question, but in certain interesting cases the following approach

is possible:

A cohomology class in Hq+i(n,p;G) can also be regarded as a primary coho-

mology operation. Theorem A then says that Y admits a multiplication if and

only if the k-invariant is an additive primary operation. It is this point of view

which yields a neat generalization. Frank Adams [0] has defined secondary co-

homology operations in terms of fibrings with fibre and base being abelian groups,

while Spanier has suggested a somewhat different point of view. We have both

these approaches in mind as we proceed.

Following [7], we generalize our notion of cohomology by replacing maps

into K(n, n) by maps into abelian topological groups (which have the homotopy

type of products of K(n, n)'s). Given an abelian topological group A, for n ^ 0

denote by Q"A an abelian group whose underlying space has the indicated homo-

topy type. For n>0, denote ÇÏ~"A an abelian group B such that Q,"B~A. We de-

fine H"(X ; A) as n(X, Q"A), the group of homotopy classes of X into Q"A,

with the obvious addition. We abbreviate H°(X; A) as H(X;A). Using obstruction

theory, it is easy to show that a universally defined cohomology operation

ß : H" ( ; A) -» Hm( ; B) corresponds to an element of Hm(Q.nA ; B), i.e. to a homo-

topy class of maps of il" A into ClmB. We can also show that 0 is additive if and

only if it is represented by an //-map.

Now let A,B,C he abelian groups and (9: Hi ;A)^H( ;B), Jf ://( ;B)

-»■//( ; C) be operations such that Jf<5 = 0.
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Definition 6.   The rough secondary operation

(<M0:Ker 0 r\H°(X;A) -* H~1(X;C)IO.Jr ° H~\X;B) + H~\A;C) ofu']

is defined as follows : Let / : ,4 -> ß and a : B -> C represent 0 and Jf respectively,

so that gf ~ 0. Let O.B -* Y-> A he the fibre space over A induced by / from

QP -»• SeB -> B. Let h.Y -* QC be any map such that h \ Q.B at Qa. Now let

u : X -» A be any map representing a class in the kernel of 0. Since fu at 0, fu

can be lifted to ü:X-*Y. The coset ( cVT) [«] is represented by nö.

Definition 7. Given / and g representing <9 and ./F and a particular lifting

j :A-* J£C of a/, the precise secondary operation (G,Jf,j ) : Ker & -* CokerCl^V

is defined as follows: Let £IC-*D-*B be the fibre space induced by g. Define

h : Y -* SIC by h(x,X) = ^fa(l) -X*) for xeA,Xe&B, X (Ï) =/(x), observing

that h | £XB = O.g. Given ö : X -* 7 lifting u : X -* .4 (which represents a class in

the kernel of 0), the coset ( <S,^i,j ) [w] is represented by hü. (Notice that we ob-

tain the same coset if we let j vary through homotopic liftings, i.e., there is a

homotopy j, : A -» SCC such that j,(x) (I) = a/(x) for all i.)

Definition 8. A precise secondary operation (<9,Jf,j) is additive if 0 is

additive and (<PyAr,j) [u + v\ = (CVT./Hu] + ( <M^j)[t>] for any two classes

[u], [t>] in Ker 0. A similar definition applies to rough operations.

Theorem 9. A precise secondary operation (Q,Jf,f) is additive if and only if there

exists a multiplication s on Y such that p : Y-*A is multiplicative and n is an H-map.

Proof. Suppose there exists such a multiplication on Y. Let u, v : X -*■ A be in

the kernel of 0 so that/u ~ 0 c¿fv. Let ii, v: X -> y be liftings of u and i> respect-

ively, then q(ü x v) is a lifting of u + t>. Now (<D,¿V,j) [« + t>] is represented by

hq(ü x v) which is homotopic to h(ü) + h(v), a representative of ( 0,jV,j) [w] +

(0,¿V,j)Ív\, i.e., (0,./f*,j)is additive.

Conversely, suppose ( <S,J/",j) is additive and let w=t>=p:y->,4. Since 6

is additive, / is an H-map and by Theorem 2, Y admits some multiplication

s' :Y x y-+ y such that p is multiplicative. Since n itself represents ( C,^r,j)[u]

and hs' represents (0,^~,j) [w + u], the homotopy class of h + h must differ from

that of hs' by a class in the indeterminacy. Thus we can write h + h^hs' + (CiJ^tb

for some map <p:Y x Y-* Q.B. Define s.Yx Y-*Y by s = s' + (p where + denotes

the usual action of ÍÍB on T, corresponding to that of QB on &B. Thus we have

h + h^hs which proves the theorem.

Corollary 10. Let (®,jV,j) be a precise secondary operation represented by

the map h:Y-*Q.C. Let Q2C-*Z-* Y be induced by h. For the space Z to

admit a multiplication, it is sufficient for ( cV^J) to be additive. The condition

is necessary if for some p ^ q ^ r we have

nt(A) = 0 for i < p       and i > 2q,

n¡(B) = 0 for i < q + 1 and i> p + q,

7i¡(C) =0 for i <r + 2 and i > 2q.
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To apply Theorem 9, can we determine the additivity of ( <S,Ji,f) without

constructing Y or its multiplication s?

Definition 11. Given //-maps f:U-*V, g:V->W with homotopy multi-

pliers F:U x U-*£?(V) and G:Vx V-+¿?iW), the composite homotopy mul-

tiplier iG,F) for g/is defined by

(G,F)(«i,«2) = G(/(ui),/(m2)) + (&g)F(ui,u2).

Theorem 12. Let a precise secondary operation (0,jV,j) be determined

byfg and j as above. ( G,AT,j) is additive if

(1) f and g are H-maps (i.e., 0 and AT are additive) with homotopy multi-

pliers F and G, and

(2) j is an H-map with a homotopy multiplier J which covers the composite

homotopy multiplier iG,F).

The converse is true if for some p ^ g ^ r

n¡(A) = 0   for   i < p and   i > 2q,

n¡(B) = 0   for   i < q 4- 1    and   i> p + q,

Tt¡(C) = 0  for   i < r + 2   and   i > p + q + 1.

Proof. Suppose fg andj,F, G, and J are as above. Define a multiplication on

Fas in Theorem 2, i.e., for Xi,x2e.4, Xlt X2eï£B with X¡(Í) =/(*()> w^ have

Thus

while

ixuXi)ix2,X2) — (XiX2, XiX2 + F(x1;x2)).

Kixi,Xi)ix2,X2)) = <egiXxX2) + (^g)F(xi,x2) -;(xi*2)

/i(xi,Ai)fc(x2,A2) = ä'g(Xi)ä'g(X2) - j(xi)jix2).

A sputnik homotopy for h is described by the following diagram, the homotopy

parameter running vertically and the loop parameter horizontally:

&gih ¿2) Kxi xz)

J?g(XL)J?g(X2) jixi)j(x2)

where the right hand trapezoid can be filled in by J.
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As for the converse, consider the space Z induced over F by h. It is the same

as the space induced over A by ij/ :A-^D defined by ifrix) =(f(x),j(x)). Since

7T,(C) = 0 for i > p + q + 1 < 2g + 1, [g] is a loop class (i.e., in the image of

"suspension" £2: H+1(Q~1B, C) -> H(B, C)); thus g is an //-map, and D admits

a multiplication. In fact, up to homotopy D admits only one multiplication and g

only one homotopy multiplier G. Now, if ( (9,Jf,j) is additive, h is an //-map

and Z admits a multiplication. Since n¡(D) = 0 for i < q + 1 and i> p + q, 4*

must also be an //-map by Theorem 4. Let *P be the homotopy multiplier for \¡/.

Projecting into ^(B) we obtain a homotopy multiplier F for /. Projecting into

á>"(J5fC) we obtain a map which looks like:

j(XiX2)

(0>g)F(x1,x2)

Gif(xi),f(x2))        jix1)jix2)

From this, it is easy to derive the required homotopy multiplier J. This completes

Theorem 12.

Interpreting our results in cohomology we have:

Corollary 13. A space Z is determined by cochains ueCq+1(G,p;H),ve

Cr+2(H,q + l;K) and weCr+1(G,p;K) such that Sw = v ° u. For Z to admit

a multiplication, it is sufficient that there exist cochains

x e C"((G, p) A (G, p), H), y e Cr+ \(H, q + 1) A (H, q + 1), K)

and

zeCHG,p)MG,p),K)
such that

(1) ¿x = {m'iu)},

(2) ôy = {«>)},
(3) dz = {m* (w)} — v ° x — y ° (m A u),

(where {m* (u)} is the component of m* iu) in Cq+1((G,p) A(G,p),H), etc.).   The

condition is necessary if r < p + q.

The complicated details of this corollary can be summarized by defining, in

the category of //-spaces and //-maps, a secondary operation

Jt: Prim H(A, B) n Ker Jf -►

H' \A A A ; C)/(ii/F) ° H~ \A A A ; B) + {m* } /T \A ; C)

+ H-1(BAB;C)°[u A«].

This may perhaps be convenient for theoretical purposes, but it gives us no new

information.
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4. Homotopy associative extensions. Now let us return to the multiplication

constructed in Theorem 2. Even if m and n are associative, the multiplication s

need not be homotopy associative. To study this problem more thoroughly, we

need some terminology.

Definition 14. A homotopy associative H-space (X,m,Q) consists of an

H-space (X, m) and associating homotopy Q: I x X3 -* X such that

(0) £(0,x,y,z) = x(yz),

(1) g(l,x,y,z) = (xy)z,

i.e., the diagram

XxXxX   ->XxX

m x 1

X x X

m

m

is homotopy commutative.

Maps of homotopy associative H-spaces are somewhat complicated to describe.

Suppose that (W,n,R) and (Y,m,Q) are homotopy associative H-spaces and

that/: (X, n) -» (W, n) is an H-map. Given a sputnik homotopy between n(f x f)

and fm, we can define a homotopy between R ° (1 x/x/x/)|/xP and

fQ\l x X3. We can then ask if this homotopy can be extended to one between

Po(l x/x/x/)and/ß.

Definition 15. A map/ : Y^X is a homotopy associative map of a homotopy

associative H-space (X, m,Q) into a homotopy associative H-space (W, n,R) if

(1) there exists a sputnik homotopy ht:XxX-+W such that h0(x,x')

=/(x)/(x') and ht(x,x') =f(xx') [i.e.,/is an H-map], and

(2) there exists a homotopy d,:/xP-»lf,0¿sS2, such that

(a) d0(t,x,x',x") = R(t,f(x),f(x'),f(x")),

(b) d2(t,x,x',x") = fQ(t,x,x',x"),

(c) ds(0,x,x',x") = f(x)hs(x',x"), 0 g s g 1,

= hs_i(x,x',x"), 1 ^s^2,

(d) ds(l,x,x',x") = ns(x,x')/(x"), 0 g s g 1,

= ns_i(xx',x"), l^s^2.

Perhaps a picture would be helpful. Corresponding to ds, we have a map of

[0,2] x / into Wx   which for each point (x,x',x") can be depicted as follows:
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(/(*)/(*'))/(*")

R(t,f(x),f(x'),fix"))

f(xx')f(x")
/((xx')x")

hs(x,x')f(x") ■ /is_i(xx',x")

f(x)hs(x',x") i ^^(x.x'x")

/ß(i,x,x',x")

/W(/(x')/(x'')) f{x)f(x'xl /(**'*'»

Theorem 16. Lei (X", m, ß) and (W, n,R) be homotopy associative H-spaces.

Let Y be as in Theorem 2. Iff: X -*W is a homotopy associative map, then there

exists a homotopy associative multiplication on  Y.

Proof. Let/ be a homotopy associative map with h, and ds as in Definition 15.

Let s:Y x Y -» Y be constructed using h, as in Theorem 2. It is easy to see that

s(l x s) can be deformed to </>0: F3 -* F given by

<¡>o(y,y',y") = Wx'x"), X(X'X") +f(x) • F(x',x") + F(x,x'x"))

for y = (x, X), y' = (x',X'), y" = (x",A"), while s(s x 1) can be deformed to

4>i(y,y',y") = iixx')x", iXX')X" + F(x,x') ■fix') + F(xx',x")).

Now corresponding to ds we construct a map D : / x X3 -* 0"( IF) in the usual way.

An associating homotopy for F is given by means of

<p,iy, y'y") = iQiu x,x', x"),&R(t, x, r, X") + Dit, x,x', x")).

As for //-maps, a converse theorem can be obtained in restricted situations.

Since the same methods are used as for Theorem 3, we state only the results.

Theorem 17. Let Y be as in Theorem 2. Suppose that f is an H-map with

sputnik homotopy ht and that s:Y x F -» Y is obtained from h, as in Theorem 2.

If there is an associating homotopy S:I x F3 -* Y for s such that pS((, yt, y2, y3)

= 6(f. p(yi)p(y2)>P(j,3))i then fis a homotopy associative map (with this h, as

sputnik homotopy) under the following conditions: X is (p — T)-connected and

for some q> p, n¡iW) =0for i < q and i > 2p + q.

Theorem 18. Let Y be a space with only two nonvanishing homotopy groups

itp(Y) = n and nq(Y) = G, g > p. Y admits a homotopy associative multiplication

if and only if the k-invariant keHq+l(n,p;G) is represented by some homotopy

associative mapf: K(n, p) -► K(G, q + 1).

Application 19. Let a, be a generator of H"+i(Zp,n;Z), n odd, p an odd

prime. The space with k-invariant txp admits a multiplication but not one which

is homotopy associative.

That a'' is primitive is easy since m*(ap) - (m*(ot))p = (pf(a) + p*(a))"

= E(¿iP - 0 P*(a')® Pi(o-pi) =Pi*(ap) + JP*(aP) because a is of order p and p
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divides (i, p — i) for 1 < i < p. In [8] we perform the calculations necessary to

show that a? is not represented by a homotopy associative map. This requires

some work, though basically it is a straightforward problem in obstruction theory.

For p = 3, it is a consequence of Moore's statement [6] that aP is not in the

image of "suspension" .

o-:Hp("+1)+1(Zp,n + 1;Z)-+Hp(n+x)(Zp,n;Z).
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